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Grammar and functions
Modal verb: will + will be able to, will have to, will vs. be going to (predictions or 
future intentions and spontaneous decisions) Functions: -Talking about the future 
-Making decisions 
Grammar: -Modal verb must + usage, mustn’t vs. don’t have to, must vs. have to 
(positive usage), used to, be used to + ing form (revision)Functions: -Talking about 
obligation -Talking about habits in the past ; Word Bank 2 -Texting 

Grammar: -Zero conditional - First conditional - If, when, as soon as, before (usage) 
Functions: -Talking about possible future -Talking about superstitions -Describing a 
house Word bank 3 and 4: - Furniture and parts of the house; - Homes (revision) 

Grammar: - Modal verbs: may, might, could, if + may, might, could -Prefixes and 
suffixes Functions: -Talking about feeling -Making deductions -Talking about 
personality Word Bank 5 and 6: - Feelings - Personality (revision) 
Grammar: - Tag questions Functions: - Confirming information

Grammar: - Present simple passive; - Past simple passive; - Passive + by- Relative 
pronouns (each, every, all) Functions: - Talking about food - Talking 

Grammar: - Past continuous; - Past continuous vs. past simple; - Past perfect; - Modal
verb could Functions: - Talking about what was happening - Talking about news and 
newspaper Word Bank 10: - Types of reading Functions: - Reporting statements and 
questions; - Expressing wishes 

Grammar: -Reported speech (statements); -Reported speech yes/no and wh questions 
- Wish sentences present

Grammar: -Second conditional ; -If + were + would; -Needn’t, don’t need to 
Functions: -Talking about the environment Word Bank 12: -The environment 



Grammar: -Third conditional ; -Wish sentences past; -Used to vs. would Functions: 
-Talking about habits in the past -Talking about wishes and regrets -Complaining 

Reported speech

Dal libro di testo: Ilaria Piccioli, DESTINATION  TOURISM  Ed. SAN MARCO

 MODULE 1 -   TOURISM ESSENTIALS

Tourism Files

About Tourism  -  Tourists and Travellers   -  Reasons for Travelling  -  The Origins of
Tourism   -  The Birth of  Mass Tourism   -  The tourism market. 

Language in Action

Planning a Holiday -  Holiday Types  -  E-mails of Enquiry

E-mails of Enquiry

On the Road

Italy   - Italian Regions – An Itinerary in Campania, Sicilia, Calabria

Arts, Sports Cultural Aspects

Ireland: Preparazione al progetto Integrazione e alternanza scuola lavoro : Dublin: 
aspetti culturali e turistici- itinerari
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